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Terrorist
attack
play put
on hold
San Bernardino Valley
College apologizes
to victims’ families
By Beau Yarbrough
byarbrough@scng.com
@LBY3 on Twitter
SAN BERNARDINO >> A planned new
play about the San Bernardino
terrorist attack has been put on
hold after families of victims complained.
“On behalf of the administration and faculty of San Bernardino Valley College, please accept our deepest apologies for any
pain or hurt we may have caused
during the planning stages of
launching a fall production called
‘SB Strong,’ ” college president Diana Z. Rodriguez wrote in a letter released Thursday afternoon.
“Our faculty are very sympathetic
to the sensitive nature of their
work and are considering a new
theme for our fall production. We
will not be doing ‘SB Strong.’ ”
Among those family members
objecting to the planned play was
Mark Sandefur, the father of Daniel Kaufman, one of the 14 people
killed in the attack on the Inland
Regional Center on Dec. 2.
“As the father of one of the 14
people killed, I am aghast at the
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Balloons fall on Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton and running mate Tim Kaine on Thursday after she made her case for
election to the White House, citing a steady hand, a long history of public service and a deep knowledge of U.S. government.

Philadelphia: Clinton accepts nomination for presidency, vows unity for fractured nation
Bernie
Sanders
delegates
speak out on
allegedly being
forced from
the DNC.
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San
Bernardino
County
Supervisor
Curt Hagman,
a Republican,
offers his
insights on the
convention.
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By David Montero
dmontero@scng.com
@DaveMontero on Twitter
PHILADELPHIA >> After she spent an hour applying for the biggest executive job in the
world, the glass ceiling broke and the balloons descended on Hillary Clinton.
They fell over Ava McElmurray, a 6-yearold from New York. They fluttered at the feet
of 12-year-old Ada Kaine Eveyln-Jack, sitting
with her mother amid the California delegation.
Their mothers wanted them to be here
for the Democratic National Convention
on Thursday, to feel the full weight of history — and to hear as Clinton offered a detailed, sometimes playful contrast to Donald
Trump’s pledge to lift the country by force of
personality.
“Americans don’t say ‘I alone can fix it,’ ”
Clinton said, quoting Trump’s speech. “They
say, ‘We can fix it together!’ ”
Chinyere Nnodim-Jack and her daughter,
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California’s tough new immunization law, aimed at quelling
the spread of disease, will be
put to the test for the fall school
year, with a medical exemption
now required for students to
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The project to bring
passenger rail service to Redlands
will receive a funding boost from
the federal government.
The Department of Transportation has awarded the San Bernardino Associated Governments,
or SanBAG, an $8.6 million grant
for the Redlands Passenger Rail
Project.
“It helps secure the funding
package for the project, but it also
illustrates that the region is doing projects that are significant,”
said Tim Watkins, SanBAG’s chief
of legislative and public affairs.
“We’re excited about it.”
On Thursday, Rep. Pete Aguilar, D-San Bernardino, announced
the grant, which is through the
Transportation Investment Gen-
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Chelsea Clinton and former President Bill Clinton applaud as
Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton speaks during the
final day of the Democratic National Convention in Philadelphia.
Online: For expanded coverage, go to SBSUN.COM

State’s student vaccination rules have changed
skip immunizations.
The law, which took effect
July 1, was passed in response to
a measles outbreak that started
in December 2014 at Disneyland
and sickened 81 people.
Here’s a guide to how the law
works:
Nearly all public and private

Redlands
Passenger
Rail Project
gets $8.6M
By Sandra Emerson
sandra.emerson@langnews.com
@TheFactsSandra on Twitter
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By Courtney Perkes
cperkes@scng.com
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school students must be vaccinated against up to 10 diseases,
depending on age.
How can parents opt out of
vaccines?
Written medical waivers must
be submitted by doctors to describe a child’s physical condition or medical circumstances.
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The statement also must include what vaccines are being
exempted, if the exemption is
permanent or temporary, and if
temporary, when the exemption
expires. Permanent exemptions
do not need to be renewed.
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ELECTION 2016

Candidate raises cash with
‘hunting permits’
GOP’s pick for 31st Congressional
District, Paul Chabot, is issuing his
donors “terrorist hunting permits.”
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